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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of the asymptotic behaviour of Markov processes 
arising as solutions to the semilinear stochastic differential equation of the type 
(1.1) dX = (AX + F(X)) dt + Z(X) dW 
in a Hilbert space H. There are many results on the existence, uniqueness and 
stability of invariant measures for (1.1) (see e.g. the monograph [7] and references 
therein), nevertheless, if H is finite dimensional a more complete description is avail-
able, provided the noise is sufficiently nondegenerated. To be more precise, let us 
consider a stochastic differential equation 
(1.2) dX = b(X)dt + a(X)dw 
This research has been partially supported by the AVCR Grant No. 11965. 
in Un where w is a s tandard Wiener process in Un and the coefficients b, a are, say, 
Lipschitz continuous . If the diffusion matrix OO* is (strictly) positive everywhere in 
IRn then the Markov process X solving (1.2) is strong Feller and irreducible (cf. [21], 
Chapter IV, [40] and [41], or [4]). In the late fifties G. Maruyama and H. Tanaka ([24], 
[25]), and independently R. Khas'minskh ([20]) developed the embedded Markov 
chain technique which made it possible to investigate in a very lucid way the long time 
behaviour of strong Feller irreducible Markov processes in locally compact spaces; 
see also the papers [1], [2], [9], [29], [30] for further development of the theory It 
turns out tha t certain dichotomy holds: Either there exists an invariant probability 
for X, then the process X is Harris recurrent, the invariant measure is unique and 
the transition function converges to it in the total variation norm. Or there is no 
invariant probability, then the transition function approaches the unit point mass at 
infinity in the weak* topology of the space of signed measures on Rn. Moreover, the 
existence of an invariant measure is closely related to the existence of a recurrent 
compact subset of the state space. 
A naive a t tempt to extend these results to infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces in 
a straightforward way fails. B. Maslowski considered a linear stochastic evolution 
equation of the form 
(1.3) dX = AXdt + QdW 
in a Hilbert space K = L2((0, co)), where W is a s tandard cylindrical Wiener process 
in AT, A is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on K, Q is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator in A' (so the mild solutions of (1.3) are well defined) such 
tha t Q > 0. He showed that A and Q can be chosen such that the equation (1.3) 
admits infinitely many invariant probabilities, albeit Q is strictly positive. (See [27], 
Example 3.8; the idea of the example goes back to the paper [42], where nonunique-
ness was established but with Q only nonnegative.) It is important , however, to 
note tha t the solution of (1.3) is irreducible but lacks the strong Feller proper ty In 
the last few years (or even months) there has been a considerable progress in estab-
lishing tha t solutions to particular stochastic parabolic problems are strong Feller 
irreducible Markov processes (see e.g. [26], [33], [5], [G], [12]). So it seems to be of 
some interest to investigate whether we can obtain for these solutions results analo-
gous to the dichotomy mentioned above. The aim of this paper is to show tha t it is 
so and tha t the results established under the local compactness assumption remain, 
to a great extent, valid in a more general situation. An at tempt in this direction was 
undertaken in [28] where semilinear parabolic equations with an additive noise were 
investigated, the construction of the embedded chain relying heavily on the special 
s tructure of the considered equations (cf. also [34] for a related construction in the 
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case of stochastic delay equations). In this paper we work directly with strong Feller 
irreducible homogeneous Markov processes in separable Banach spaces (or, more 
generally, in Polish spaces), so, in particular, we can cover a wider class of stochastic 
equations. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the main results 
on the dichotomy, which are in Section 3 applied to stochastic parabolic problems. 
The fourth section contains the proof of Theorem 2.1 concerning the transient case, 
whilst the last section is devoted to proofs of the results on the recurrent case. Some 
propositions established here may be of independent interest. We carry out two 
different constructions of a O-finite invariant measure. The first is based on the 
classical procedure from [25] or [20]: assuming the existence of a recurrent compact 
set K we construct a Feller Markov chain living in K the invariant measure of which 
yields the invariant measure of the whole process in a standard manner; this approch 
gives us immediately criteria for the positive recurrence (that is, the finiteness of 
the invariant measure). The other construction employs Foguel's theorem on the 
existence of a O-finite subinvariant measure and works not only if there is a recurrent 
compact set but also under the supposition that—roughly speaking—all open sets 
are recurrent, which is of some importance in applications to stochastic evolution 
equations. In the course of the proofs we establish the Harris recurrence of the 
process considered but to do so we need a fairly detailed knowledge of the invariant 
measure and its properties, thus we will not use the abstract Harris result on the 
existence of a O-finite invariant measure. 
Acknowledgement . I wish to express my thanks to B. Maslowski for many useful 
discussions on the topic of the paper. A. Chojnowska-Michalik offered valuable 
comments concerning Example 3.4. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let H be a separable Banach space with the norm || • ||. Let us denote by &&(H) the 
Borel sets in H, by B(H) the space of all bounded Borel functions on H equipped 
with the norm ||/||oo = sup | / | , / G B(H), and by %(H) the space of all bounded 
H 
continuous functions on H with the same norm. The norm of the dual space B(H)* 
will be denoted by ||| • |||. In particular, if v is a Borel signed measure on H then \v\ 
coincides with the total variation of v. The symbol \c will stand for the characteristic 
function of a set C. Everywhere in the sequel, we will use the convention inf 0 = -FOG. 
Assume that X = (Q, &', (&\), (Xt), Px) is a Markov process in H with a transition 
function P such that P(s,x,t,A) = P(0,x,t - s, A) = P(t - s,x,A). Then there 
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exists an equivalent process which is homogeneous in the sense of [10], §2.2 (see 
[10], Theorem 2.10), let us assume (without any loss of generality) tha t X is just 
this homogeneous process. Let (0t) be the corresponding shift operators. When 
convenient, we will write X(s) instead of Xs. Let us define 
Pt:B(H)—*B(tf), Ptf(-)= I f(y)P(t,-Ay), t>0. 
J H 
Denote by Pf,t> 0, the dual operators on B(H )* , in particular, for any finite Borel 
measure v on tf one has 
- / . 
I>(.)= / P(t,x,-)dv(x). 
JH 
This formula makes it possible to define Ptv for any (nonnegative, but not necessarily 
finite) measure v on 38(H). We say tha t a measure // ^ 0 is invariant for the process 
X if F/> = \i for all t > 0. 
Let us adopt the following assumptions: 
(Al) The process X has continuous sample paths. 
(A2) The process X is strong Feller, i.e., Pt(B(H)) C %'h(H) for all t > 0. 
(A3) The process X is irreducible, i.e., P(t, x, U) > 0 for all t > 0, x G H, and U ^ 0 
open sets in H. 
Note tha t due to (Al) and (A2) the process X is strong Markov (see [10], Theorem 
5.10). Furthermore, (A2) and (A3) imply that all the measures P(t,x,-), t > 0, 
x G tf, are equivalent (see [20], 7°). Let us fix an arbitrary one of them and denote 
it by <p, for definiteness, we set (D = P ( 1 , 0 , •). If then1 exists an invariant measure 
Lt for X then \i and <p are equivalent as well. Finally, (Al) yields tha t the function 
(t,x) i—> P(t,x,A) is ^ ( ( 0 , o o ) ) 0 ^( t f ) - rneasurable for every A G 38(H) (cf. [10], 
Remark following Lemma 5.3). 
Up to now, our assumptions corresponded to the classical ones. The last assump-
tion 
(A4) V K C tf a compact set Vr/ > 0 
lim sup Py\ sup \\Xt - y\\ ^ ?/ \ = 0 
r->o+ yeK i o^t^r
 J 
is stronger than its counterpart in the locally compact case and may be a bit un-
natural outside the framework of applications to solutions of stochastic evolution 
equations. 
Def in i t ion 2 .1 . Let A G S(H) be a Borel set. Denoting by 
TA =inf{t > 0 ; Xt G A} 
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the first hitting time of A, we say that the set A is recurrent (for the process X) 
provided P X {T^ < 00} = 1 for all x G H. 
Recall that TA is a stopping time whenever X has continuous paths and A is closed. 
If the filtration (^t) fulfils the usual conditions then TA is a stopping time for every 
Borel set A, see e.g. [8], Theorem IV.50. 
Now we are prepared to state the first theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the process X fulfil the assumptions (A1)-(A4). Let K C H 
be a compact set which is not recurrent, then 
/•OO 
sup / P(t,x,K)dt < 00 
xeH Jo 
and p(K) = 0 for any finite invariant measure p. If, moreover, <p(K) > 0 then 
P*{sup{*^0; Xt eL} <w} = 1 
and 
lim P(t,x,L) = 0 
£->oo 
hold for all x G H and any compact set L in H. 
In other words, if there exists a finite invariant measure for X then one can find 
a recurrent compact set in H, since finite Borel measures on H are Radon. 
Before we state the next theorem recall that a family (at,t ^ 0) of real random 
variables on Q is called an additive functional provided at is ^-measurable for any 
t ^ 0 and as+t = as + 0sat holds P^-almost surely for any x G H, s,t ^ 0. We say 
that (at) is nonnegative if Px{af ^ 0} = 1 for all x and t ^ 0. For any measure v 
on 38(H) define a measure Pu on & by 
(2.1) Pu(B) = f Px(B)dv(x), B£j?, 
JH 
let Eu denote the integral with respect to Pu. Finally, recall that we say that a 
measure g is Radon provided O is locally finite and compact inner regular, i.e. each 
point has an open neighbourhood V with Q(V) < 00, and g(B) = sup{O(A); A" C 
B, K compact }, B G 38(H). 
Theorem 2.2. Let the assumptions (A1)-(A4) be satisfied. Assume that there 
exists a recurrent compact set K C H. Then: 
(i) There exists a a-finite invariant measure p for the process X. Up to a multi-
plicative constant, p is the unique a-finite invariant measure. Moreover, p is Radon. 
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(ii) For 77 > 0 denote by nv the first hitting time of K after ?/, that is 
nv = 'mf{t > 77; Xt G K}. 
Assume that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
(2.2) sup Exns < 00. 
xEK 
Then //(H) < 00. 
(iii) The process X is Harris recurrent, that is 
Px{[ XA(Xs)ds = +<*} = I 
holds for any x e H and all A G 38(H) such that /J,(A) > 0. 
(iv) Let (At), (Bt) be additive functional, (Bt) nonnegative, and suppose that 
EM|,4i| < 00, 0 < EMHi < 00. Then 
(2.3) P ; l i m 4 L = |4L\ = 1 
holds for all x 6 H. Moreover, 
ExAt _ EMA-i (2.4) lim 
t^oo ExBt E^Hi 
holds for fi-almost every x G H. 
(v) For any probability measures 7T, Q on 3&(H) one has 
(2.5) l i m | P t * 7 Г - P t * Є | = 0. 
£—ЮO 
The theorem has many immediate consequences, some of them we state explicitly 
because of their importance. 
Corollary 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 be fulfilled, let \i be the 
a-finite invariant measure for X. 








(2.6) lim P,f(x) = 0 
t—>-oo 
for any 0 G Ll(u), f G L 1 ^ ) n B(H) and aii x G H. In particuiar, 
lim P(t,x,D) = 0 
t—>oo 
wiie/iever a; G H and 29 G S8(H) satisfies n(D) < oo. 
b) Let //(H) < oo. Set //*(•) = fi(-)/fi(H) then /t* is an invariant probability 
measure and 
lim — / ^(N s )ds-= / T/KI//* Px-aimo.st sureiy 
T-+00 T Jo d/L 
for any x G H and T/> G L1(JJ,). Further, 
l im | | |P :>- M *!=0 
£->oo 
for every probability measure TT on 38(H). In particular, 
(2.7) lira | |P(MV) - Ml = 0 
t—>oo 
for airy x G H. 
Remark 2.1 . a) For us, the most important particular choice in (2.3) and (2.4) 
is 
At= f f(Xa)ds, Bt= ( g(Xa)ds, 
Jo Jo 
where f,g€L1(/jL),g^0 and fJ{ gd/t > 0. Then we get 
p,„/.'W^jďLi 
fo9(Xs)ds fHfldn 
for any x G H, and 
l i m ÚP,f(x)ds = /„/d/. 
ř^°° / 0
ťP s f l(.i ')ds /ffffd/-
for //-almost all x £ H. 
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b) With the choice IT = Sx, Q = Sy the formula (2.5) yields 
liю \\P(t,x,-)-P(t,y,-)\\=0 
t—>oo 
for all x,y G H, thus also 
lim \Ptf(x) - PJ(y)\ = 0 
t—>oo 
for all x , | / G / Y a n d / G B(H). 
c) Note that (2.7) yields 
\im Ptf(x)= ( fd//* 
'->°° JH 
for all / G B(H) and x G H. Further, (2.6) can be restated as 
l i m / ( X t ) = 0 in L
l(P,.) 
£ —>-oo 
for any x G H and all / G L^/O n B ( # ) -
Remark 2.2. The sufficient condition (2.2) for the finiteness of /J (proposed 
in [29], Theorem 1.2) is simple, but sometimes a modified version introduced by 
Khas'minskii (see [20], Theorem 3.3, or [21], §IV.4) may be more useful. Let V C H 
be a bounded open set, V D A\ and let p be the first hitting time of K after hitting 
H \ V, i.e. if a is the first hitting time of H \ V and T is the first hitting time of Iv 
then p is defined by p = a + 0a r. Again, if 
(2.8) sup Exp < oo 
x£l< 
then //(H) < oo. As shown in [21], in the case H — Un either of the conditions 
sup E.rcr < oo, sup E.,.T < oo 
xei< xedv 
implies the other and hence also (2.8); I do not know whether something like this 
remains true in our setting. 
The existence of a recurrent compact set has far-reaching consequences. It seems 
difficult, however, to verify directly that some compact set is recurrent for a solution 
of a stochastic evolution equation. On the other hand, the Lyapunov function cri-
teria for recurrence (see e.g. [21], Theorem III.7.1) extend, at least in principle, to 
infinite-dimensional diffusions, but they yield recurrence of balls. Tracing the proof 
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of Theorem 2.2 one can notice that the argument remains valid if we assume only 
that there are sufficiently many recurrent balls. We will need a new hypothesis, 
namely 
(A5) VxG/Y V£,77 > 0 3V an open neighbourhood of x 3T > 0 
sup Pyl sup \\Xt-y\\^r)) ^e. 
y£V l O ^ t ^ T > 
Note that (A5) is a strengthened form of the assumption (A4), nonetheless it is still 
fulfilled in applications we have in mind. 
Proposition 2.4. Let the assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (A5) be fulfilled. Suppose 
that a point xn G H can be found such that there exists a local base at xn consisting 
of recurrent neighbourhoods. Then there exists a recurrent compact set K in H. 
In connection with Proposition 2.4 let us mention that the relation between the 
existence of an invariant measure for a linear stochastic evolution equation in a 
Hilbert space and the recurrence of open sets was investigated already in the paper 
[42], but in a context substantially different from ours. 
Many steps of the proof of Theorem 2.2 do not require the full strength of the 
assumptions (A2), (A3), but only their easy consequence, the equivalence of transi-
tion probabilities. In fact, our proof yields also the following proposition (virtually 
well known, see e.g. [39], Theorem 1, for a different approach), showing that we can 
indeed relax the assumptions provided we know a priori that there exists a finite 
invariant measure. 
Proposition 2.5. Let the assumption (Al) be satisfied, and let all measures 
P(t,x, •), t > 0, x £ H, be equivalent. If there exists a finite invariant measure for 
the process X, then X is Harris recurrent. In particular, the assertions (iv) and (v) 
of Theorem 2.2 hold. 
Remark 2.3. We have stated the results in the generality that we need in ap-
plications to stochastic evolution equations. It can be observed easily that the linear 
structure of the space H is never used, so both the results and the proofs remain valid 
whenever H is an arbitrary Polish space (or, more generally, a separable metrizable 
Radon space). Further, the assumption (A3) can be omitted provided the transition 
probabilities are equivalent (see Remark 4.2 and Section 5 for precise formulations). 
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3 . APPLICATIONS TO STOCHASTIC PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we discuss several examples of particular stochastic parabolic equa-
tions to which the general theory developed in the previous section can be applied. 
Example 3.1. Let us consider a stochastic evolution equation 
(3.1) dX = (AX + f(X)) dt + b(X) dW 
in a separable Hilbert space H, where A: Dom(A) C H —> H is an infinitesimal 
generator of a Co-semigroup S(t) on H and W is a standard cylindrical Wiener 
process in H. Let us denote by Jf(H) the space of all bounded linear operators in 
H and by || • ||HS the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator. Assume that 
(i) f: H —•> H and b: H —> ^f(H) are globally Lipschitz continuous on H, 
(ii) the operators b(z), z G H, are invertible and 
sup | |6(z)- 1 | |<oo, 
zen 
(iii) there exists r G ]0,1[ such that 
(3.2) f rr\\S(t)fHSdt<K 
JO 
for every T > 0. 
For y G H let X(-,y) stand for the mild solution of (3.1) fulfilling X(0,y) — y. 
As is well known, the equation (3.1) defines a Markov process Ar with the transition 
function P(t,y,A) = P{X(t,y) G A}. By [33] (Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 1.3) 
the process X satisfies the assumptions (A2) and (A3). Moreover, (3.2) yields the 
continuity of paths of X, see [7], Theorem 7.6. It remains to prove (A5). Fix p > 2/r 
then there exists a constant C\ < oo such that 
sup E||X(/.,?/) | |P<C1(l + |hJin, yeH 
(see again Theorem 7.6 in [7]). Further, Proposition 7.9 from [7] yields 
E sup 
0 < í < T 
/ S(t - r)b(X(r,y))dW(r) < C2 / (1 + E||A-(r,y)||")dr 
Jo Jo 
Š C O T + IMI") 
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< C 4 Т(1 + ЦyЦ"), 
we have obtained an estimate 
E 
y sup \\Xt-y\\*^C5( sup \\S(t)y-yr + T(l + \\y\\i>)). 
Take e > 0 and re G H, let V be an £ ̂ -neighbourhood of rr, then 
\\S(t)y -y\\^( sup ||S(t)|| + l V / p + ||S(t)a; - .r||, y G F, 
v o ^ i / 
hence it is clear that we can find T > 0 such that 
sup E sup UK, - y\\P <: C6s 
y€V O^t^T 
and (A5) follows. 
The next two examples are, strictly speaking, only particular cases of Example 3.1, 
but they seem to be worth being mentioned separately. 
Example 3.2. Let us consider a stochastic semilinear heat equation 
3 d 2 d2W 
(3 3) dlX{t'° = ~VX{t"° ~~ aX{t'° + F{X{t'0) + B{X{t'0)Wt' 
t^o, $es\ 
where S1 denotes the unit circle {z G C; \z\ = 1}, Wt£ is a Brownian sheet on 
[0, oofxS1, and a G U . In a standard way one can transform the equation (3.3) into 
the form (3.1). Furthermore, the assumptions (A1)-(A4) are fulfilled in the space 
H = L2(§1) provided F, B: (R —> U are Lipschitz, B is bounded and there exists 
a constant A > 0 such that |H(r)| > A for any r G U (cf. [33], Sect. 4). Using a 
rather complicated coupling technique C. Mueller showed recently that if there exists 
an invariant probability measure ft for (3.3) then the probability distributions \xt of 
X(t,-) converge to jl in total variation (see [31], Theorem 1.2). The same result 
follows immediately from our Theorem 2.2. (There is a slight formal difference, as in 
[31] the solution to (3.3) is considered as a ^(S1)-valued Markov process, whilst in 
our approach as an H-valued process. But we know a priori that /nt, ft are supported 
by ^(S 1 ) and we have ^(S 1 ) -> H and ^(^(S1)) C 98(H), so using the Halm 
decomposition it is easy to show that the two results are in fact identical.) 
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Example 3.3. In this example we will consider a stochastic reaction-diffusion 
system written symbolically as 
dui d2Ui 
( 3 ' 4 ) Ui(t,0)=Ui(t,l) = 0, 
i = l , . . . , n , 0 < x < l , t ^ 0, 
where rji stand for independent space-time white noises. Set H = L2((0,1); Rn), let 






Dom(,4) = IV2'2((0,1); Rn) n W0
1,2((0,1); Rn), Au = 
0 
(where IVs'2 denotes the usual Sobolev spaces), and 
f:H-+H, v^+ (Fi (>(•)), • • .,Fn(v(-))). 
We assume that the functions Fi: !Rn —•> IR, i = 1 , . . . , /i, are Lipschitz continuous, 
so the mapping / is Lipschitz as well. Hence the problem (3.4) can be treated as a 
stochastic evolution equation 
(3.5) du = (Au + f(u))dt + dW 
in H, which is a particular case of (3.1), therefore all the hypotheses (A1)-(A4) are 
satisfied. Moreover, suppose that the drift term is of a potential type, i.e. there exists 
a bounded from above function U: IRn —> U such that (F i , . . . , Fn) = VU. Let us 
set 
(X) = Ґ 
Jo 
U(x)= / U(x(0)d£, veH. 
Jo 
Denote by v = N(0, — | A _ 1 ) the Gaussian measure on H with zero mean and a 
(nuclear) covariance operator — \A~l. By [43], Theorem 2 (cf. also [14], Theorem 
4.1), there exists a finite invariant measure for (3.5), namely 
dfi = exp(U(-)) dv. 
The behaviour of the Gaussian measure v is well understood, hence we know that 
if C is an arbitrary nonempty open set in the space V^0([0,1]; R
n) of all IRn-valued 
continuous functions </? on [0.1] with (D(0) = < (̂1) = 0 then n(C) > 0 and thus 
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by Theorem 2.2 the set C is recurrent for the Markov process solving the equation 
(3.5). It seems to be difficult to obtain results on recurrence of sets in %([0,1]; Kn) 
by direct methods. In fact, up to our best knowledge, there is only T. Funaki's paper 
in which the case when n — 1 or 2, F{ = 0 and Dirichlet boundary data in (3.4) are 
replaced by the Neumann ones was treated ([14], Theorem 5.1). 
In previous examples we adopted the rather stringent assumption that the non-
linear term in the drift of the stochastic evolution equation is Lipschitz continuous. 
Now we turn to applications in which this assumption is relaxed. 
Example 3.4. This example is based on a recent paper by A. Chojnowska-
Michalik and B. Goldys. We consider a Markov process defined by a stochastic 
differential equation 
(3.6) dX = (AX + g(X)) dt + dW 
in a separable Hilbert space H, supposing 
(a) A generates a Co-semigroup S(t) on H, 
(b) W is a (cylindrical) Wiener process in H with a covariance operator Q G JSf (H), 
(c) g: H —> H is bounded and weakly continuous, that is 
sup | |0(x) | |<oo, (g(.),y)£Vb(H) for all y G H. 
xeH 
Further we assume that 
(3.7) supTrQ, = sup TV / S(r)QS(r)* dr < oc, 
^ o t^o Jo 
and 
(3.8) RugS(0 C RngQj / 2 , KerQl / 2 = {0}, / \\Q~1/2S(r)\\ dr < oc 
Jo 
for any t > 0. By the first inclusion in (3.8) the operators S(t), t > 0, are Hilbert-
Schmidt, but we will need more, namely 
(d) There exists r G ]0,1[ such that (3.2) holds for every T > 0. 
By [16], Theorem 2, the assumptions (a), (c), (d) yield that for any y G H there 
exists a martingale solution X(-,y) (in the sense of [7], Chapter 8) of (3.6) fulfilling 
X(0,y) = H, and the process X(-,y) has continuous sample paths. Further, this 
solution is unique in law (see [5], Theorem 4), therefore (3.6) defines a Markov 
process with continuous paths, and this process is strong Feller and irreducible ([5], 
Theorem 3 and Proposition 4, respectively). The assumption (A5) can be checked 
as in Example 3.L 
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Remark 3 .1 . In Example 3.4, we adopted the same hypotheses as used in the 
papers [16], [5]. It can be observed easily, however, that the following assumption: 
there exists q G ]0,1[ such that 
(3.9) / r - ' | | 5 ( r ) Q 1 / 2 | | ^ s d r < o o , t> 0, 
Jo 
may replace (d), and (3.7) may be relaxed to (3.9) with q = 0. The assumption (3.7) 
in fact yields that there exists an invariant probability measure for (3.6) possessing a 
density h with respect to the invariant measure v of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
dZ = AZdt + dW, 
see [5], Theorem 5. Moreover, h > 0 v-almost everywhere by [5], Proposition 5. 
Consequently, the nonlinear terms F{ in the equation (3.4) may be assumed to be only 
bounded continuous functions on (Rn, nevertheless, all the assertions on recurrence 
in Example 3.3 remain valid. 
We conclude this section by discussing equations with unbounded drift coefficients 
(e.g. of polynomial growth), relying on results due to B. Maslowski. 
Example 3.5. Let (E, \\ • \\E) be a separable Banach space continuously em-
bedded into a separable Hilbert space (H, || • ||), let W be a (cylindrical) Wiener 
process in H with a covariance operator Q £ ^f(H) such that Q > 0. Let A: 
Dom(A) C E —> E be an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
S(t) on E, let us assume that this semigroup can be extended to a Co-semigroup 
S0(t) on H (with a generator A0 > Dom(A0) —> H). Further suppose that 
(3.10) / \\So(t)Q^2\\2mds<^ 
Jo 
for any T > 0. Under (3.10) the process 
Z(t)= f S0(t-r)dW(r), l^0, 
Jo 
in H is well defined, we will assume that Z has an E-valued modification with paths 
continuous in E. Let us consider a mapping / : E —•> E locally Lipschitz continuous 
in the following sense: for any N > 0 there exists K^ < °o such that 
\\f(x) - f(y)\\ < KN\\X - 2/||, H/O) - f(y)\\E < KN\\x - y\\B 
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whenever x,y G E satisfy ||#||E,||y||E^1V\ Let there exist a nondecreasing function 
a: IR+ —y U+ such that for any x G Dom(A) one can find x* G 3||#||j5 with the 
property 
(3.11) (Ax + f(x + y),x*)E,E* ^ a(\\y\\E), y e E, 
where d||.z||£ denotes the subdifferential of the norm || • \\E at the point x. By [7], 
Theorem 7.10, there exists a unique mild solution X(-,y) of the equation 
(3.12) dN = (AN + f(X)) dt + dW 
such that X(0,y) = y, y G E arbitrary, thus (3.12) defines a Markov process X in 
E, moreover this process fulfils (Al). Assume additionally 




(3.14) lim sup / Ea(\\S(s)x + Z(s)\\E)ds = 0 
T->°+ xGA'io 
for any compact set K in E, then (A4) is satisfied. Indeed, by the definition of a 
mild solution we have 
X(t,y) = S(t)y+ f S(t-s)f(X(s,y))ds + Z(t), 
Jo 
so setting vy(t) = X(t,y) - S(t)y - Z(t) we have i^(0) = 0 and 
vy(t)= f S(t- s)f(vy(s) + S(s)y + Z(s))ds. 
Jo 
Using (3.11) and proceeding as in the proof of the quoted theorem from [7] we arrive 
at an estimate 
K ( 0 I U < / a(\\S(s)y + Z(s)\\E)ds, 
JO 
therefore 
supE sup \\X(t,y)-y\\E ^ sup sup \\S(t)y - y\\E + E sup \\Z(t)\\E 
yeK O^t^T O^t^T yeK O^í^T 
+ sup / Ea(\\S(t)y + Z(t)\\E)dt 
yeK Jo 
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and by (3.13), (3.14) the assumption (A4) follows. Furthermore, assume that 
(3.15) S0(t)£J?(H,E), [ \\So(r)\\%uliE)dr<oo 
JO 
for any t > 0, then the process X is irreducible in E by [26], Proposition 2.11. 
For X to be strong Feller a bit technical assumption is needed. Let there exist an 
orthonormal basis {en} of H, {en ; n ^ 1} C Dom(A0), with the following properties: 
Denote by Pn the orthogonal projection on the linear span of {e i , . . . , e n } , and set 
An = PnA0Pn, Sn(t) = л„t 
Qt= I So(r)QS 0(r)*dr, Qt,n = f Sn(r)PnQPnSn(r)* dr. 
Jo -10 
Suppose that 
(3.16) R n g S 0 ( 6 ) C R n g Q ;
/ 2 
for any t > 0, and set further 
Bt = Q7
1/2S0(t), Bttn = Q-\
,2Sn(t)Pn. 
We assume that for any T > 0 one can find constants C < oo and a G ]0,1[ such 
that 
(3.17) sup \\Sn(t)\y{1!) + ||5o(ť)ll^(H) <C, 0<.t<_T, 
n>l 
(3.18) sup \\Btin\\sf{H) + \\Bt\\x{n) < £ . 0 < ř ^ T, 
n>l ' 
and 
(3.19) lim sup \\Sn(t)Pnx - S0(t)x\\ = 0, T € Dom(A0). 
' - -•oo £G[o,T] 
Then Ar is a strong Feller process in E ([26], Proposition 2.3), hence for the Markov 
process X in the space E the assumptions (A1)-(A4) are satisfied. 
The machinery developed above may look rather cumbersome, but it covers the 
popular example of a stochastic heat equation with a polynomial drift. 
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Example 3.6. We consider the equation 
(3.20) %(t,x) = ̂ (t,x)+P(u(t,x)) + W, 
u(t,0) = u(t,к) = 0, t ^ 0, 0 < x < к, 
where 
2/c+l 
P(r) = Y, h^n^ b2k+l < °' r G K ' 
71 = 0 
is a polynomial of odd degree with a negative leading coefficient; the Wiener process 
W will be specified later. We intend to use the results recalled in the previous 
example. To this end, set H = L2((0,7i)), E = ^0([0,K]), and 
Dom(Ao) = W
2'2((0,n))nWy
2((0,n)), A0v = ð z 2 ' 
let A be the part of A0 in E. Then A, A0 give rise to contractive semigroups in E, 
H, respectively, so in particular we have (Ax,x*) ^ 0 for any x £ E, x* £ 9||a;||£; 
moreover, (3.15) is valid. Denote by {en} the orthonormal basis of H consisting of 
the eigenvectors of A0, i.e. let 
oo 
A0 = - ^ n
2 e n ® e n . 
Let W be a Wiener process in H with a covariance operator Q of the particular form 
oo 
Q = ^ A n e n <8>en, 
7 1 = 1 
where 0 < . . . An ^ Ai < oo (that is, Q > 0). Then (3.10) holds and the process Z 
is defined. In [26] (Examples 3.5 and 3.7) it is shown that (3.16)-(3.19) are fulfilled 
provided 
(3-21) sup J — * <C ̂ , o<:t^T, 
i>\ V Ai{exp(2z2f) - 1} t™ 
for a constant c. Define a mapping / : E —> E by f(v) = p(v(-)), v £ E, then / 
is locally Lipschitz in the required sense, moreover (3.11) is fulfilled with a function 
a(r) = K(r2k+l + 1), r £ (R+, where K £ ]0, oo[ is an appropriate constant. 
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It remains to show that Z has a modification with paths continuous in E and 
fulfils (3.13), (3.14). First, assume in addition that 
(3.22) TrQ = ] Г A n < 0 0 . 
(It is worth noticing that assumptions (3.22) and (3.21) are compatible, e.g. we can 
take \{ = i~^l+£\ 0 < e < 1.) Taking into account that the spaces Dom(( — A0)
s) 
endowed with the graph norm are continuously embedded into E if 5 > \ we see 
that Theorem 1.1 from [35] yields that the process Z is continuous in E and satisfies 
the estimate 
(3.23) E sup \\Z(t)\\qE^CqT 
for any q > 4. Next, let us consider the more interesting case Az- = 1, that is Q = I. 
Then (3.21) holds, hence the assumptions (A2), (A3) are fulfilled, and it is known 
that (Al) holds as well (see e.g. [7], Example 5.21). By [32], Corollary 2.5, we have 
(3.24) E sup \\Z(t)\\qE^Cq,ET't-'
2-£ 
for any q > 8 and s £ ]0, \q — 2[. Due to the particular form of the function a we 
obtain at once that either of the estimates (3.23), (3.24) implies (3.14), therefore 
the Markov process in E defined by the equation (3.20) fulfils all the assumptions 
(A1)-(A4). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
First, we establish an auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 4 .1 . Let the assumptions (Al), (A2) and (A4) be fulfilled. Let F C H 
be a closed set, let r be the first hitting time of F. that is, 
T(LJ) =inf{t > 0 ; Xt(u) e F}. 
Let g £ B(H) and t > 0 be arbitrary. Then the function 
A- i—•» Ex[x{T>t}<j(Xt)] 
is continuous on H \F. 
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Remark 4 .1 . i) An analogous proof yields that the function x \—•> Px{r = 00} 
is continuous on H\F. 
ii) One cannot use directly Theorem 13.1 from [11] as its proof uses implicitly the 
local compactness of the state space, nevertheless, the idea of the proof remains the 
same. 
P r o o f . Fix t > 0, g G B(H) and set 
J(x) = Ex [x{T>t}g{Xt)], x G H. 
For any x G H and s G]0, t[ we have 
j(x) = Ex[x{r>t}g(Xt)] = Ex[x{T>s}Os{x{T>t-s}g(Xt-s))] = 
= Ex[os{x{T>t-s}g(xt-s))] - Ex[x{T<^s}Os{x{T>t-s}g(Xt-s))] = 
= Ji(s,x) - J-2(s,x). 
Assume that there exists w G H \F such that J is not continuous at the point uj, 
that is, there exist £ > 0, wn G H \ F, wn —> uj, satisfying 
(4.1) |J (u j n ) -J (u j ) | > £ , n^ 1. 
Denote by C the compact set {wn; n G N} U {uj}, then O = dist(C, F) > 0. First, 
let us realize that 
\J-2(s,Wn) - J2(s,uj)| ^ |J2(s,uJn)| + |J2(s,uj)| 
^IMIoo{Pu,„{r^5} + P t i ; {r<5}} 
^2\\g\\00supPy{r^s}. 
yec 
Using the assumption (A4) we can find u > 0 such that 
supP y{ sup \\Xv-y\\ > I } <:
 6 . 
yec ^o^v^u 2 J 41101100 
Obviously, this estimate means that 
e 
(4.2) supP ,{T^u}<$ . 
yec 4llPlloo 
Further, set 
Gs(u) = Eyx { r > i_ s }a(K^_ s) , 1/ € #• 
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Obviously, Gs is a bounded Borel function on H, according to the Markov property 
(see the formula (5.42) of [10]) we obtain 
Ji(s,x) = EX[EX(S) X{r>t-s}9(Xt-s)] = EXGS(XS) = / Gs(z)P(s,x,dz), 
JH 
hence Ji(s, •) G %(H) for all s G }0,t[ by the strong Feller property Thus 
\J[(u,wn) - Jx(u,w)\ ^ ^ 
for all n sufficiently large, which together with (4.2) yields a contradiction with the 
inequality (4.1). Lemma 4.1 follows. D 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2.L Let A" be a nonrecurrent compact set in H. First 
we will prove, modifying slightly the proof of Lemma 3.1 from [20], that 
/•OO 
(4.3) sup / P(t,x,K)dt < oo. 
x£H Jo 
Let r be the first hitting time of K. By assumption, there exists Xo £ K such that 
PX{){T = oo} = PXQ{UJ; Xt(u>) i K W > 0} > 0. 
By Lemma 4.1, P.{T = oo} is continuous on H \ K, hence we can find an open set 
V 3 x o such that 
(4.4) inf Px{T = oo} =a > 0. 
xev 
Let us fix T > 0 arbitrary Let y G K; applying the Markov property (cf. formula 
(5.41) from [10]) we obtain 
py{^ [ XK(Xt(u>))dt<T\ 
^ Py({uj; XT G V} H {u; Xt(u>) £ K \ft ^ T}) 
= Py({xT eV}n oT{xt $ K w ^ o}) 
= / PX(T){r = oo}dPy^a f dPy 
J{X(T)ev} J{X(T)ev} 
= aP(T, y,V)>a hrf P(T, z, V) = q, 
where we have used the fact that PX(T){T = °o} ^ ° o n the- set {XT G V} by (4.4). 
Due to (A3), (A2) and the compactness of K we have q > 0. Hence 
(4.5) supPyju;; / XK(Xt(u>)) dt > T\ ^ 1 - q < 1. 
y€l< I JO J 
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Let us set 
• = inf {Ѓ^O; / Xк(Xs)ds = T}, 
Jo 
note that x is a stopping time with respect to (^t). As K is closed and (Al) is 
assumed we obtain X(x) G K on the set {x < oo}. Let y G A', taking into account 
(4.5) and the inclusions 
| j°° xi<(Xt) dt > A C {X < w} C | | ° ° xx(^) d* ^ T J 
we obtain 
Py{^; / XA-(^)dt:>2TJ 
= Py({x < 00} n { y°°XA-(A-t)dt > TJ) 
= Py({x < oo}n6> J J°° \K(Xt)dt > TJ) 
= / P x M ( /°°\/v(A',)d*>r}dP., 
J {x<oo} I JO J 
^ (1 - «r)2 
by the strong Markov property. Thus, by induction, 
(4.6) Py\ (°° XK(X,)dt > kA <_ (1 - q)
k, k 6 M, 
for all y G K. It follows easily that (4.6) holds for every y G H\ note that q does not 
depend on y. 
Finally, take x G H arbitrary, then 
/•CO /'OO 
/ P(t,x,K)dt = Ex / Xi<(Xt)dt 
Jo Jo 
0 0 /"OO 
<_ T(kT)Px{(k -l)t< / XA'(A^) dt <_ fcT} 
fc=i ' / o 
0 0 f /«00 N 
<_ £ (/cT) P.T J / x A- (A"t) d<> (fc - 1 )T J 
OO 
^Tj2k(l-Q)k-l<oo. 
A - l 
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Further, let \i be a finite invariant measure. Tlie proof that \i-(K) = 0 is standard, 
as we have 
1 fT 
lim - / P(t,x,K)dt = 0 
T->oo T Jo 
for all x G H by (4.3), and due to invariantness of /I we obtain 
li(K) = ±J ,.(/<-) d* = i / J P(t,y,K)dv(y)dt 
= JH ( ^ j T P(«, V, K) dt) dn(y) ^ ^ 0; 
note that the use of the dominated convergence theorem is justified by the finiteness 
o f fl. 
Now, assume that (f(K) = P(1,0,K) > 0. Let L C H be an arbitrary compact, 
we want to prove that 
(4.7) Px{sup{* ^ 0; Xt G L} < oo} = 1 
for all x G H. Set 
/•OO 
h(x) = / P ( s , x , I 0 d s , :T Є Я, 
Jo 
then li G B(H) by (4.3), moreover, we have h > 0 on H due to the equivalence of 
transition probabilities. Hence (4.7) follows by [17], Proposition 2.2, for completeness 
we repeat the simple proof: The function h is obviously lower semicontinuous, thus 
the sets Hn = {y G H\ h(y) > ^} are open and Hn | H. As L is compact we can find 
m G N such that L C Hm. Fix x G H, denote by O the first hitting time of L, and let 
cr(k), fc G N, stand for the first hitting time of L after fc, i.e. O(k) = k + 6ka. Taking 
into account that X(a(k)) G L C Hm Px-almost surely on the set {O"(k) < oo} we 
arrive at 




= Ea / X{v(k)<oo}P(s, K(O(k)), K) ds 
Jo 
/»oo 
= Ea. / X{(T(fc)<oo}
Ex(\A'(N(O(k) -f s)) | &o(k)) ds 
Jo 
/•oo 
= E.r;YW/e)<oo} / EX.(.\A(K(U)) | ^ ( f c ) ) dv 
Jcr(k) 
/•OO /'OO 
^ E,. J XK(X(V)) dv = I P(v, x, K) dv ^ ^ 0. 
As the sequence of sets ({cr(k) < oo}, k G N) is decreasing we obtain that for Px-
almost any to G Q there exists k such that a(k)(uj) = oo, which completes the proof 
of (4.7). Now 
lim P(t,x,L) = 0 
t—>-oo 
follows easily. D 
Remark 4.2. The proof of Theorem 2.1 remains valid without the assumption 
(A3) provided all measures P(t,x, •), t > 0, x G H, are equivalent. We have only to 
show how to find an open set V C H satisfying 
(4.8) <p(V)>0 and inf PX{T = oo} > 0. 
x£V 
By the equivalence of transition probabilities there exists a closed set S C H such 
that P(t,x,S) = 1, t > 0, x G H, and <p(U) > 0 for any open set U fulfilling 
U fl 5 7-= 0. We suppose that Pa-(){r = oo} > 0, thus also 
0<Pxo(e i{ r = oo}) = P j : oP x ( 1 ){r = oo}= / Py{T = oo}P(l,x0,dy) 
J H 
= [ Py{T = w}P(l,x0,dy). 
Js 
Consequently, there exists yo £ S such that PV(){T = oo} > 0, obviously we can take 
2/o i- A', and (4.8) follows. 
5. P R O O F OF THEOREM 2.2 
In the sequel, we will often assume the equivalence of transition probabilities, that 
is 
(E) All probability measures P(t,x, •), t > 0, x G H, are equivalent. 
As we have already mentioned, (E) is an easy consequence of (A2) and (A3). The 
following interesting result is basic for this section. 
Lemma 5.1. Let the assumptions (Al), (A2) and (E) be satisfied. Let the filtra-
tion (&t) fulfil the usual conditions. Assume that there exists a recurrent compact 
set K in H. Then all Borel sets B G i%(H) such that <p(B) > 0 are recurrent. 
Remark 5.1. We need the usual conditions for the filtration (&t) to be fulfilled 
only to ensure that the first hitting time of B is a stopping time. If the additional 
assumption upon the filtration (^t) is omitted then the proof yields that all closed 
sets F with <p(F) > 0 are recurrent; only this form of Lemma 5.1 will be used in the 
sequel. 
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R e m a r k 5 .2 . S. R. Meyn and R. L. Tweedie proved recently ([29], Theorem 1.1) 
tha t if the s tate space is locally compact separable metric then for a Markov process 
# subject to some mild restrictions the following are equivalent: 
(i) $ is Harris recurrent (hence there exists a cr-finite invariant measure for ^ ) , 
(ii) there exists a O-finite measure q such that all Borel sets A with q(A) > 0 are 
recurrent for # . 
Their proof seems to be virtually independent of the topological assumptions on the 
s tate space. Nevertheless, in our particular situation we prove the same result using 
a different argument. 
P r o o f . Fix an arbitrary B G 38(H) with y(B) > 0. Denote by 
m = inf{* > 0; Xt G B] 
the first hit t ing time of B. We want to prove that 
Px{m < co} = 1 
for any x G H. By the equivalence of transition probabilities P(\,y,B) > 0 for all 
y G H, hence by (A2) and the compactness of A" we obtain 
inf Px{m <C 1} > inf F(-,;r, B) = q > 0. 
x£ K xEK \ 2 
Let T be the first hitting time of A" and define by induction 
n = r, 
r n + i = iiif {t > rn + 2, Xt G A'} = r„ +- 2 -f- 0Tt)jt2r, 
By the assumption of the lemma r7Z < oo and Xirr) G K PX-almost surely, x G H, 
for any n G rU Set 
An = \u G i7: r n <$ m <C Tn + 1} = 0T„ {m ^ 1}, 
then An G <^Tll+i Q ^-r., {: anc, we have 
CO o o 
] T Px.(/U I ^-„) - ^ Px(^,,{m ^ 1} i t?Tn ) 
n=l n=l 
OO 'OO 
= E p*(-,)im " !} > E ^ p y {
m < -> 
OO 
^ V ^ g — + ° ° P.c-almost surely, 
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x G H arbitrary. Therefore by the generalized Borel-Cantelh lemma (see e.g. [36], 
Corollary VII.5.2) Px-almost any UJ G ft lies in some An, so m(cj) -̂  rn(oj) -h 1 < oo. 
D 
Lemma 5.2. Let F: H x $(H) —> [0,1] be a strong Feller Markov kernel such 
that all the measures F(H,-), y G H, are equivalent. Assume that 7 ^ 0 is a 
subinvariant measure for F, i.e. 
r*7(-4)= / r(z, .4)d7(sK7(-4) 
for aii ,4 G SS(H). Let there exist a set R G ̂ (H ) satisfying 
(5.1) 0 < F*7(#) < -y{R) < 00 • 
Then 7 is a cr-finite Radon measure. 
Note that if 7 is a priori known to be O-finite then R fulfilling (5.1) always exists, 
as F*7(H) = 7(H) > 0. Further, recall that F is strong Feller if F(-,-4) G % ( # ) for 
any A G ^ ( H ) . 
P r o o f . First we prove that 7 is locally finite. Take x G H arbitrary, by (5.1) 
we have 
r r(y,R)d1(y)>0, 
hence there exists yo £ H such that r(y0,R) > 0. Taking into account that the 
measures F(yo, •) and F(x, •) are equivalent we see that 5 = r(x,R) > 0, so by 
the strong Feller property we can find an open neighbourhood V 3 x such that 
r(y, R) ^ S/2 for all y G V. Thus 
00 > I r(y,R) ďy{y) > I r{y,R)ďy(y) > S-j(V). 
So we have established that 7 is locally finite; as H is separable (hence Lindelof) 7 
is also cr-finite. By the well-known Ulam theorem the restriction of 7 to any open 
set of finite measure is Radon, hence 7 is Radon by Corollary 12.4 from [15]. • 
We are prepared to present the first construction of a O--finite invariant measure, 
following the procedure proposed in [38] (see also [3]). Define by 
rOO 
U(x,-) = / e-*P(*,:c,-)dí, xЄ H, 
./o 
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the resolvent kernel. If (E) is satisfied then the process X is (D-irreducible, that is 
0 0 />00 
Y,Un(x,A)= / P(t,x,A)dt>0 
n=l J° 
holds for all x G H and A <E 28(H) satisfying <p(A) = F(1,0, A) > 0. Now, Theorem 
4 from [13] states that <p-irreducibility yields the existence of a O-finite measure LL ^ 0 
subinvariant with respect to U, that is, U*ji ̂  /I, where 
U>(-) = / £/(y,-) d/*G/). 
Lemma 2 in [38] says that if there exists a set Q G $(H) such that /x(Q) < 00 and 
/•oo 
(5.2) inf / F(£,x,Q)dl = +00 
xGr/ J0 
then U*/J, = /.i. (Indeed, /t — U*H is a well-defined nonnegative measure and 
k 
Y, Un(x, Q) d(/i - U*n)(x) = U*ft(Q) - (Uk+1 )*/.(#) 
'H n=l 
^ v>(oj < v(Q) < 00, 
/ . 
hence passing k -» 00 we obtain /I — [/*// = 0 by (5.2).) Therefore by Lemma 1 of 
[2] we obtain P^fi = //, t > 0, thus Li is an invariant measure for X. (Only processes 
with values in locally compact spaces are considered in [2], but the proof of Lemma 
1 uses only the fact that the O-algebra t$(H) is countably generated.) So we have 
Lemma 5.3. Let (Al), (E) and (5.2) be fulfilled. Then there exists a a-finite 
invariant measure /t for the process X. Up to a multiplicative constant, u, is the 
unique a-finite invariant measure. 
P r o o f . The existence of a O-finite invariant measure was established above, 
uniqueness follows e.g. from Proposition A.l in [28]. • 
In what follows, // will always denote the O-finito measure provided by the above 
construction. We will need, in fact, a stronger form of (5.2), namely 
(C) There exists a set V G t$(H) such that p(V) < -x< and 
pJueU; [ xv(Xt(u))i\1 = +oo\ = l 
holds for any x G H. 
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It remains to show that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 imply (C); this will be a 
consequence of the following proposition (inspired by Theorem 1 in [1]). 
Proposi t ion 5.4. Let the assumptions (A1)-(A4) be fulfilled. Assume that there 
exists a recurrent compact set K in H. Then 
(5.3) P J O ; € / 2 ; f xu(Xt(uj))dt = +oo\ = l 
holds for all x e H and any open set U ^ 0. 
P r o o f . Let U ^ 0 be arbitrary, by irreducibility <p(U) > 0 and as <p is Radon 
there exists a compact M C U with <p(M) > 0. By Lemma 5.1 the set M is recurrent. 
Without any loss of generality we may assume that U ^ H. Set r) = dist(M, H\U) > 
0. By (A4) we can find q > 0 such that 
sup Py{ sup \\Xt-y\\ ž ^} < -. 
yЄM к O^t^q 
Denote by a the first hitting time of H \ U; note that Px{a < oo} = 1 for all x G H 
by Lemma 5.1. Since 




Further, let r be the first hitting time of M, for any x E H we have T < oo Px-almost 
surely. Let us define by induction 
Ti = Ti 
c n = Tn -f 0Tu cr, 
Tn+i = an + 0aiLT, 
and set Qn = {u; an(u;) — TU(UJ) > q}. For every y G H we obtain 
oo oo 
£ P,(Qn | ̂ r j = £ P„(flr.{0- > 0\ I ^ r j 
7 1 = 1 
oo oo 
= £ PX(r„){<t ></}>£ jg . P 4 * > ?} 
7 1 = 1 7 1 = 1 
oo 1 
^ ^ ^ - = -f oo Py-almost surely. 
7 1 = 1 
n = i -
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Therefore by the generalized Borel-Cantelli lemma 
(5.4) P„(limsupQn) = l, .1/ e tf. 
»—>-00 
Realizing that xu(Xt(uj)) = 1 for rn(cj) ^ t < an(uj) we see that (5.4) implies (5.3). 
• 
Note that under the assumptions of Proposition 5.4 the hypothesis (C) does hold, 
since the resolvent kernel U is strong Feller by (A2), thus Lemma 5.2 implies that /* 
is Radon. Find an open set V ^ 0 with u.(V) < oo, then (5.3) yields (C). Therefore, 
the statement (i) of Theorem 2.2 is proved. 
Remark 5.3. As can be seen easily, if one replaces the assumption (A3) in 
Proposition 5.4 with (E) then (5.3) holds for any open set U C H such that (f(U) > 0. 
This again yields (C), since it suffices to find an open set V with /j,(V) < oo and 
(f(V) > 0. Note that there is a countable open cover {Vn\ n G M} of H with sets 
fulfilling n(Vn) < oo, because /t is locally finite. Were <p(Vn) = 0 for any n then 
<p(H) = 0, which would be a contradiction. 
To proceed further we establish a ratio ergodic theorem, relying on the abstract 
Chacon-Ornstein result for Markov operators. First we quote several auxiliary results 
the proofs of which can be found in [37], §1.L2. Define the measure P^ on 3P by 
the formula (2.1), where \i is the O-finite invariant measure provided by Lemma 5.3. 
Then PM is a cr-finite (^-invariant measure (that is, Pfl(0tB) = P^(B) for all I > 0 
and B G &). Let J stand for the O-algebra of 0\-invariant sets, Jf = {R G ^ \ 
P^(8\R A R) = 0}, A denoting the symmetric difference. Assume the equivalence 
of transition probabilities; if B G 38(H) is such that P(l,x,B) = 1 for \x -almost all 
x G B then either /JL(B) = 0 or Lt(H \ B) = 0. This yields that the measure P;/ is 
trivial on < / , i.e. P^(R) = 0 or PM(J? \ R) = 0 for any Re f . 
Proposition 5.5. Let the assumptions (Al), (E) and (C) be satisfied. Let // be 
the a-Bnite invariant measure for X. Let (At), (Bt) be additive functional, (Bt) 
nonnegative, and suppose that Eu\Ai\ < oo. 0 < EflB\ < oo. Then 
P, i lim -ií- = | i i ^ i - \ = 1 J \.->oo Bt E "
 f 
holds for all x G H. Moreover, 
holds for fi-almost every x G H. 
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r ExAt E^Ai lim — 
í->oo ExBt E;iH! 
P r o o f . We apply the Chacon-Ornstein theorem in the same manner as it is 
done in [2], §11.2. First set 
M = L ; ү^ iBi(ш) = +oo|, 
^ І=O ' 
and note that M is obviously c?i-invariant, so either P^(M) = 0, or P/X(J? \ M) = 0. 
But EAiHi > 0 implies 
/ OO \ o o 
M=0 ' i=0 
(the measure PM is 6?i-invariant), so the former possibility is excluded. 
Define a positive contraction T: L^P^) —> L 1 (P / t ), H i—•> #iH. Let V be the 
set whose existence is guaranteed by the assumption (C) and set v = JQ xv(Xs) ds. 
Then v G Ll(P^L) as 
/ v dPM = / / P(s, H, V) d/xfo) ds = »(V) < oo, 
JQ JO J/L 
and we have 
\\/(A"s) ds = 00 P^-almost everywhere. 
^ ГC 
^тiv=L 
, - п JO 
This means that the operator T is conservative (cf. [22], Theorem 3.1.6) and by the 
Chacon-Ornstein theorem and Neveu-Chacon identification theorem (see e.g. [22], 
Theorems 3.2.7 and 3.3.4) we obtain that 
í=o _ -i- - M I _ E ^ T 4 I (5.5) lim --=2 = lim 
n^oo " ^ _, 7i->oc Bn E^H! 
i=0 
PM-almost everywhere. Now, exactly the same procedure as in [2] applies, hence we 
see that the discrete time result (5.5) implies that P;/(i7 \ C) = 0, where 
c = Len; hm A = |4_l 
I t^oo Bt E;/Hi J 
So there exists IV G &(H), n(N) = 0 and PX(C) = 1 for all x (£ N. Let y G H be 
arbitrary, then 
Py(C) = Py(OlC) = EyPy(0iC I ̂ 1) = EyPx(i)(C) = [ Pw(C)P(l,y,dw) 
JH 
= / Pw(C)P(l,y,dw) = l, 
J//\/v 
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as P ( l , H, 1V) = 0 by (E). The first assertion of Proposition 5.5 follows. To prove the 
second assertion define a positive contraction 
S-.LHri-tLHu), / - * í f(z)P{l,; 
JH 
àz). 
As above, let V be the set from the assumption (C). Set h = f P(s, •, V)ds, then 
h G L1 (fi) and 
0 0 000 
] T Snh(x) = / P(s, x, V) ds = +oc, x G H, 
n=0 J° 
so 5 is conservative. Let &/ be the O-algebra of 5-absorbing sets (cf. [22], Definition 
3.1.7). The equivalence of transition probabilities of the process X yields easily that 
Lt is trivial on srf (that is, 11(A) = 0 or /i(H \ A) = 0 for each A G £?). Define 
f(x) = ExAu g(x) = ExBu x G H, 
then / , o G F1(/x), g ^ 0, hence by the Chacon-Ornstein theorem 
УN 
V Sn f 
(5.6) X, S 9 
n=0 
Note that 
We know that 
almost everywhere on < .7:; >J Sng > 0 >. 
^ n = 0 ^ 
Sf(x)= [ EzAlP(l,x,dz) = ExEX{i)Ai=Ex(91A1). 
JH 
pJcO ; f^OiBxiu) < o o j = 0 , 
i = 0 
thus also 
p J u ; ; Y^OiBxiu) < 00 1 = 0 
^ t = 0 ^ 
for Li-almost all x G H. Therefore 
00 00 
^ S ' , 5 ( a ; ) = 53Es(fl iB1) = oo 
n=0 n=0 
for Lt-almost every x G H, and (5.6) yields that 
lim = — — — 
n->oo txBn tftBi 
holds for Lt-almost any x. Again, the proof can be completed as in [2]. • 
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The ratio ergodic theorem has many immediate consequences. 
Corollary 5.6. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5.5 be fulfilled. Then 
a) The process X is Harris recurrent, that is 
P*{[ XA(X.)ds = +oo} = l 
holds for any x G H and all A G 38(H) such that fx(A) > 0. 
b) Let 11(H) = oo. The.n 
1 fT 
lim — / i3(Xs)ds = 0 Px-almost surely 
T^oo T J0 
for any x G H and (3 G Ll(/.i). 
c) Let u,(H) < oo. Set //*(•) = / t(-)MH) , then 
lim — / ip(Xs)ds= / ipd/.i* Px-almost surely 
T-+00 1 J0 JH 
for any x G H and ijj G Ll(u). 
P r o o f . a) Assume that one can find z G H and A G $(H) with /.i(A) > 0 such 
that 
/•oo 
/ XA(XS) ds < oo on a set E, 
Jo 
where PZ(E) > 0. Let V be the set introduced in the assumption (C), then 
fT\A(X(s))ds 
lim —-̂  = 0 P- -almost surely on _r. 
T^°° JoXv(X(s))ds 
According to the ratio ergodic theorem the limit should be /u(A)/u.(V) > 0, and this 
contradiction proves the Harris recurrence. 
b) Fix e > 0, x G H and fi G Ll(^i). Without loss of generality assume that (3 ^ 0. 
As p(H) = -foe we can find M G &(H) such that //(A/) < oo and 
IHP^1 < £ 
u,(M) 2' 
By Proposition 5.5 for P^-almost any u> G ft there exists T0(UJ) < oo such that 
IoiJ(Xs)ds !H,idy e < 
ffxuix.)**^ *M 2 ^ 
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T Jo XM(Xs)ds 
holds for any T ^ 0. 
The last assertion of Corollary 5.6 is obvious. • 
Before we state our next proposition let us define the tail a-algebra ST of the 
process X by 
,7=f)a{Xr;r>t}. 
t^o 
We say that the cr-algebra S? is trivial if each measure P x , x G H, is trivial on ^ , 
i.e. PX(M) = 0 or PX(M) = 1 for all M G &. 
Proposition 5.7. Let the assumptions (Al), (E) and (C) be fulfilled. Then 
(5.7) \nnt\Pt*n-P;e\t=Q 
t —>oo 
holds for any probability measures n, g on 3S(H). 
P r o o f . We can repeat the argument from [9], Ieducing the proof of (5.7) to an 
analogous result for discrete time Markov chains (see [19]). Formally, only locally 
compact space valued processes are considered in [9] but omitting this assumption 
does not affect the proof. On the other hand, under our assumptions the proof 
further simplifies, so we recall here the main steps. 
First, note that (Xn, n G N) is a Markov chain with the transition probabil­
ity kernel P ( l , •, •). As all the measures P( l ,x , •) are equivalent the chain (Xn) is 
aperiodic; we check that (Xn) is Harris recurrent Take an arbitrary B G 3S(H), 
0 < /.L(B) < co, (/i being the invariant measure for A'), and set 
I? 
( °° 
= < LU є J?, Ş ^ xв(Xn(uj)) = +00 
^ n = l 
The set R is 0i-invariant, so we know that either Pfl(R) = 0 or PM(J? \ R) = 0. As 
we have already noted, T: L1(Pft) —•> L
l(Pu),u »—> 0{u is a conservative positive 
contraction, and XB(X\) G Ll\Pu), hence 
oo oo 
VJ TnXB{Xl) = Y, XB(Xn) G {0, oo} P/t-almost surely. 
n=0 n=l 
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If P^(H) = 0 then 
oo oo „ oo 
0 =
 - ( . ( E X B ( ^ ) ) = £ / P(n,z,B)du(z) = £ > ( # ) 
n=\ n=l^H n=\ 
and this is a contradiction. Therefore P^(i? \ It) = 0 and there exists N G 28(H), 
[i(N) = 0 and P^(H) = 1 for all y G H \ N. Furthermore, for x G H arbitrary we 
obtain 
PX(H) = ExPx(c?!H | ^ ) = EXPX{1)(R) = [ Py(R)P(l,x,dy) 
J H 
= [ Py(R)P(l,x,dy). 
JH\N 
Since P ( l , x ,N ) = 0 we have PX(H) = 1 for all x G H. 
We see that the Markov chain (Xn) is aperiodic and Harris recurrent so its tail 
cr-algebra is trivial due to Theorem 1 of [19]. Lemma 3 of the same paper then 
implies 
(5.8) lim \\P(n,x,-)-P(n,y,-)\\=0 
n—»oo 
for any x,y G H. We aim at establishing the triviality of the tail <j-algebra S? of the 
process X. Take A G S?, then there exist At G &t such that 0tAt = A for all t ^ 0. 
So 
P*(-4) = Px(0tAt) = ExPx(6tAt | &t) = ExPx{t)(At) = P(t,x,At) 
and (5.8) yields that PX(.A) = Py(A) for all x,y G H. Note that 0sAt+s = At for all 
s ^ 0, so At G & as well and the function x •-» Px(-/^) is constant on H. Moreover, 
PX(A) = ExPx(0nAn | &n) = E x P x ( n ) (A n ) = Px(An). 
By the martingale convergence theorem 
PX(A) = Px{n)(An) = EX(A | &n)
 n~>°°> \A Px-almost surely, 
and this implies that either PX(.A) = 0 for all x G H, or PX(A) = 1 for all x, as 
desired. 
The proof that the triviality of S? is equivalent to (5.7) is standard, see e.g. [9], 
Theorem II.4. • 
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Let us state some consequences of Proposition 5.7. 
Corollary 5.8. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5.7 be fulfilled. Let p, be the 
a-Enite invariant measure for X. 
a) Let p(H) < oo. Set /!*(•) = p(-)/p(H), then //.* is an invariant probability 
measure and 
lim | | P : > - M 1 = 0 
//—>oo 
for every probability measure TT on y§(H). In particular, 
lim | P ( t \ . t . - ) - / . * | = 0 
/—»oo 
for any x £ H. 
b) Let /i(H) = oo. Then 
(5.9) lim P,/(T) = 0 
t-»co 
for any / G F1^) n B(H) and aii x G H. In particular. 
lim P(t,x,D) = 0 
!->oo 
whenever T G II and D G y&(H) satisfies p(D) < oo 
P r o o f . Only (5.9) requires proof, but we can proceed, with obvious modifica-
tions, as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [18]. • 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 2.4. In the above proofs we have used the assump-
tion on the existence of a recurrent compact set only to establish that the condition 
(C) is fulfilled. We aim at proving that (C) holds under the assumptions of Proposi-
tion 2.4 as well, since this will yield the Harris recurrence of the process X, therefore 
also the existence of a recurrent compact, as the invariant measure is known to be 
Radon. 
Let p be the Radon measure subinvariant for the1 resolvent kernel, take an open 
set V 3 XQ such that p(V) < oo, we have to prove that 
/ 
Jo 
Xv(Xs)ds = +oo Px-almost surely, x G H. 
We will proceed as in the proof of Proposition 5.4. Find an open set C 3 To such 
that dist(C,H \ V) = // > 0. By (A5) there exist q > 0 and a closed ball M C C 
satisfying To G M and 
(5.10) sup P,,{ sup \\Xt-y\\ > ? } < ^ 
yeM l 0^t<q 1 ) -
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At the point XQ there exists a base of recurrent sets, thus we can choose the set M 
recurrent. Denote by r the first hitting time of M, let a stand for the first hitting 
time of H \ V. Obviously, (5.10) yields 
inf Py{a > q) >- -. 
yЄM Z 
Let us define by induction 
T\ = T, 
<?n = Tn + 6Tn a, 
Tn+\ = <?n+ Q(THT, 
and set Qn = {UJ; an(uj) — TU(UJ) > q) n {UJ; TU(UJ) < oo}. Just as in the proof of 
Proposition 5.4 we get 
OO 1 ° ° 
Y2 Pv(Qn I ^ J ^ E X{rTI<oo} Py-almost surely, y G H. 
n=l ? i = l 
Set E = {UJ; TU(UJ) < oo, n G N}, then by the generalized Borel-Cantelli lemma we 
obtain 
Py(E A limsupQn) = 0, y G H. 
n—too 
On the other hand, if UJ$ £ E then T171+I(U)Q) = oo for an m ^ 1, which is possible 
only if crm(cjo) = oo since the set M is recurrent. Hence 
/•OO 
/ xv(Xs(uJo))ds = +oo, 
Jo 
which completes the proof. • 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5. The assumption (C) is trivially fulfilled as we 
can set V = H. • 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is still not complete since it remains to establish that the 
condition (2.2) or the condition (2.8) are sufficient for positive recurrence. To do so, 
we need another construction of the cr-finite invariant measure, using the embedded 
Markov chain technique in the same way as in [20], [21], or [25]. This construction 
simplifies a bit if (2.2) is assumed from the very beginning, but we decided to present 
here the general a-finite case as it is of independent interest. 
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Proposition 5.9. Assume that (Al), (A2) and (E) are fulfilled. Let there exist 
a recurrent compact set K C H. Then there exists a a-finite invariant measure b for 
the process X. For n > 0 denote by n^ the first hitting time of K after n, that is 
ni; = 'mi{t > 77; Xt G K}. 
Assume that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
(5.11) sup E^n^ < 00. 
xeK 
Then b(H) < 00. 
P r o o f . Denote by r the first hitting time of A', for brevity we set n = n^; 
obviously n = 6 + 65T. Define a sequence of stopping times 
th = n, 
nfc+L =nk +9nkn, A; ^ 1. 
As K is a recurrent set, n^ < 00 and X(nk) G A" P,-almost surely for all x and 
k ^ 1. By Theorem 3 of [23] we have that X = (A'(n/,), k ^ 1) is a homogeneous 
Markov chain in K, denote by Q its transition probability kernel, 
Q(x,A) = ExXA(X(n)), x G h\ A e B9(K). 
We claim that X is Feller, that is 
/ f(z)Q(-,dz) e %(K) for any / E Vh(K). 
JK 
Take / G ^b(K) arbitrary and note that / can be extended to a function F G %(H)-
Set i/)(y) = EyF(XT), then ^ G B(H) and we have 
/ , 
f(z)Q(x,dz) = EX/(X„) = EXF(A'„) = EX(6SF(XT)) 
K 
= ExEx{S)F(XT) = E,,f(X(6)). 
By (A2) the function x \—> Exip(X(6)) is continuous on H, hence on K. Therefore 
X is a homogeneous Feller Markov process in a compact state space K and, conse-
quently, there exists an invariant probability measure TT for X; obviously n can be 
considered as a measure on y8(H). Set 
b(A) = En [\A(Xu)du, A G &(H), 
Jo 
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then b is a O-additive measure on 38(H). We have to prove that b is invariant for 
the process X, but the procedure from [21], Theorem IV.4.1, applies without any 
change. For convenience of the reader we repeat the proof. Take / G B(H), / ^ 0, 
and t > 0 arbitrary We want to establish that 
(5.12) / Ptfdb= f fdb. 
JH J H 
First note that 




Ex / f{Xt+8)ds= / ExX{s<n}f{Xt.+s)ds 
Jo Jo 
/•OO 
= / ExEx(X{s<n}f(Xt+s) | ^s)ds 
Jo 
/•OO 
= EX X{s<n}Ex(f{Xt+s) \ ^S)ds 
Jo 
= EX f\x(0sf(Xt)\^s)ds 
Jo 
holds for all x and (5.13) follows by the Markov property. Further, (5.13) implies 
that 
/ Ptf(x)db(x) = En [
nptf(Xu)du = En f
nEX{u)f(Xt)du 






 nf(Xs)ds = En P f(Xs)ds + E7r [
 n f(Xs)ds-En f f(Xs)ds. 
Jt Jo Jn Jo 
The invariantness of n yields 
rt+n 
- J " f(Xs) ds = Eҡ ( n J f(Xs) ds) = E»Ex(n) / f(Xs) ds 
= En f f(Xs)ds. 
Jo 
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We conclude that 
/ Ptf(x)db(x) = En / f(Xя)ds 
Jн Jo 
and (5A2) follows. 
If (5.H) is assumed then b(H) = E^n < oo and the proof is complete. In the 
opposite case it remains to prove that b is cr-finite. By Lemma 5A we may assume 
that ip(K) > 0. (Note that there exist compacts of positive measure since y> is 
Radon.) Moreover, let us realize that b(K) < oo, for we have 
b(K) = En J
n
 XK(XS) ds = EnJ XK(XS) ds + En (e& J* XK(XS) ds) 
^6 + EnEx{s) / XK(Xs)ds = 6 
Jo 
as XS(UJ) (£ K it 0 ^ s < T(LJ). Taking into account the equivalence of transition 
probabilities we see that (5.12) implies 
0 < / P(l,y,K)db(y) = b(K)< 
Jн 
therefore b is cr-finite and Radon by Lemma 5.2. • 
Remark 5.4. Note that the statement from Remark 2.2 holds true. Indeed, this 
can be established by the procedure used above, the only step requiring a modification 
being the proof of the Feller property of the embedded Markov chain. Besides the 
assumptions of Proposition 5.9, let (A4) be satisfied as well. We have to prove that 
the function 
x "—> Exf(Xp) 
is continuous on K for any / G tfb(K). Set ip(y) = Eyf(XT), y E H, as above, then 
ip <E B(H) and 
Exf(Xp) = EMXa). 
Lemma 4.1 implies easily that the function E.ip(X(a At)) is continuous on V for any 
t > 0 (see e.g. [11], Theorem 13.1). Further, for any x G K we have 
\Ex^(X(a)) - Ex^(X(a A t))\ <: 2||-0||OOPX{<7 > t] 
^ 2||^||oO r- . 2|h/>||oo p «->00 n 
^ —LjL— sup Eya ^ -
i L T l i — sup E(/p > 0 
* y6 K ^ y£K 
and the Feller property of the embedded chain follows. 
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